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Introduction
The advent of genomics at the end of the 20th century intensified the existing debate surrounding the social, ethical, and
legal issues raised by modern medicine. Genetics increased
popular awareness of fundamentally important issues
including the redefinition of the human being, eugenics and
the organization of healthcare in liberal democracies. The
general population, informed through the lens of the media,
had to quickly learn and understand the meaning of complex
terms and concepts such as “cloning”, “genetic discrimination”, “stem cells”, “gene therapy”, or “medically assisted
reproduction”.
The societal consequences of scientific developments in the
field of genomics were especially visible in the areas of privacy and personal confidentiality. In the mid-1980s, progress in the development of predictive tests for Huntington’s
disease coincided with the first discussions in specialized
fields about the risks of “genetic discrimination.”1 The
emerging debate, polarized by the media, became more
extensive during the 1990s. Insurers’ uncompromising attitude,2 and the growing concern of the population about the
vast possibilities presented by genetics, drove political decision-makers in many countries to legislate in order to
address popular concerns.3
However, despite intensive regulatory activity in Europe
and in the United States, the socio-ethical debate on insurance and genetics has barely progressed during the last
twenty years. After focussing on certain aspects of the
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genetics and insurance dilemma, this article will provide a
critical analysis of the evolution of the debate in France and
Canada.4 Finally, the author will argue for the need to redefine the dialogue by broadening its scope, adopting a long
term perspective and recognizing the need for transparency
in order to exit the dead-end we are currently facing. In the
current context, genetics could well be hiding a more fundamental debate about the place of insurance in the contemporary democratic state.

Characteristics of the Debate
The results of two recent North American surveys highlight
the general discomfort caused by the fact that insurers could
potentially use genetic information for underwriting purposes.5 However, the two surveys share the same difficulty
with regard to defining and circumscribing the precise
extent of the popular sentiment. The first shows that
although the majority of individuals surveyed oppose insurance companies’ access to genetic data, these same individuals still perceive genetic information as being similar to
other types of medical information and cannot articulate
why it should be treated differently.6 Although the results of
the second study show a certain concern in the population
vis-á-vis genetic discrimination, this concern seems to have
had only a marginal influence on the surveyed population’s
decision to undergo genetic testing or not.7 The discomfort
reflected in these and other studies8 could be explained by
the difficulty of defining the concept of “genetic discrimination”.
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genetic information as different from other types of health
The concept of discrimination evokes a different reality for
information and warranting special treatment) have
insurers, policy-makers, and the general population. Thereadvanced various reasons in support of their position. For
fore, a single question about genetic discrimination may be
example, the predictive aspect and familial or populational
perceived differently by various audiences.9 For example, in
nature of genetic information, the particularly revealing
order to assess if a given law or governmental practice is disnature of DNA, and the unreliability of genetic results, etc.16
criminatory or not, the Canadian judiciary will follow article
10
15(1) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom and
Opponents, on the other hand, point out that the majority of
the corresponding case law. In this situation, discrimination
elements invoked to justify genetic exceptionalism are not
is used to indicate a type of distinction that is both unjustiunique to genetic information and could also apply to other
fied and based on prohibited (or analogous) grounds, i.e.,
types of medical information. According to them, genetic
unlawful discrimination. On the
exceptionalism is due to a social
other hand, for an insurer, the
perception rather than a proven
selection and classification of
scientific reality.17 The debate
life insurance applicants based
about the relevance of genetic
Adding the term “genetic”
on health factors and risk level
exceptionalism, like the one
is perceived as a kind of disabout genetics and insurance,
before the word “discrimination”
crimination that is both rational
remains currently unresolved.
and legal, i.e. actuarial discrimwill then exponentially
ination.11 Finally, for the genFinally, in countries with a universal healthcare system, the
eral population, any type of
increase the complexity of
population no longer perceives
distinction between individulife insurance as a simple “comals, regardless of the justificathe expression.
mercial product” allowing indition, will likely be considered
viduals to procure benefits in
discriminatory especially if it
addition to those provided to the
results in unfavourable treatcollectivity by the State.18 This
ment.12
new perception may be due to
the quasi-necessity, nowadays,
Adding the term “genetic”
of having life insurance in order to obtain certain goods conbefore the word “discrimination” will then exponentially
sidered essential to modern life, such as a house or a car. In
increase the complexity of the expression. First, in the interthese countries, access to a basic level of life insurance
est of clarity, we ought to define what genetic discrimination
seems to be considered by many as a social necessity rather
means: discrimination based on genetic tests results, genetic
than an option for the privileged few who have sufficient
information, genetic heritage, connection to a genetically
financial resources.19
defined population group or, more broadly, all of the above.
Then, it is necessary to assess what kind of medical information should be considered as genetic. Considering that an
France
increasingly large number of pathologies have been found to
have genetic components, this could be a very challenging
The debate concerning the use of genetic information by
undertaking.
French insurers for underwriting purposes began relatively
early. Already in 1991, the National Consultative Ethics
Recent publications on these subjects demonstrates the
Committee [CCNE] recommended in its Opinion no25 that
inadequacy of approaches based on a broad prohibition of
13
insurance companies be prohibited from accessing informagenetic discrimination in insurance, even though this
tion contained in genetic databanks or to request this inforapproach is used in numerous legal texts14 and normative
mation from the insurance applicants.20
documents.15 Assuming that it would be possible to arrive at
an optimal definition of what constitutes genetic informaThree years later, the Loi no94-653 du 29 juillet 1994 was
tion (and genetic tests), we must question the relevance of
enacted to limit insurers’ freedom of action. This law stipudistinguishing it from other types of medical information
lates that “the genetic study of a person’s characteristics
and granting it distinct and separate protection. The advocannot be undertaken except for medical or scientific
cates of genetic exceptionalism (a position that considers
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research purposes” and that “the consent of the individual
must be obtained before the study is conducted”.21 That
same year, French insurers adopted a five year moratorium,
pledging not to take into account the results of genetic tests
conducted on insurance applicants, even if the individuals
provided this information voluntarily.22
The cautious attitude of the French legislature, the insurance
industry, and geneticists was, however, not sufficient to
alleviate tensions.23 In the European context, where many
countries had already legislated in this area,24 the expectations and mistrust towards insurers were high. The following excerpt from CCNE’s Opinion no46 illustrates the
position of both the scientific community and a significant
portion of the French population at the time:
Genetic tests give information on the identity of
persons and emphasise their diversity which
contributes to the rich nature of humankind. To
use such information for the purpose of selection or of discrimination in social or economic
terms, be that in the realm of public health policies, employment, or insurance systems, would
be crossing a boundary of the most extreme
gravity and would question those principles of
equality of rights, dignity and solidarity for all
human beings upon which society as we know it
is based. The CCNE insists on the necessity of
observing those fundamental principles whatever aims may be pursued by genetic testing.
Human Rights are at stake.25
France was one of the original signatories of the Convention
on Human Rights and Biomedicine in 1997. This seminal
European Convention prohibits both genetic discrimination
and the use of genetic information outside the medical or
research contexts.26 Prior to ratification, each state is
expected to bring its laws in conformity with the Convention. This may necessitate a change in legislation or even the
adoption of a new law. Such legislation must include legal
sanctions as well as provisions for the individuals who have
suffered undue harm caused by contravening entities.27
Although France has as yet to ratify the Convention, the
influence it had on the French approach to the genetics and
insurance debate is undeniable.
In the late 1990s, the differences between the French government, the scientific community, and the French population on one side, and the insurance professionals on the
other, seemed irreconcilable. For example, despite the
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renewal of the five year moratorium by French insurers in
April 1999, the French Conseil d’État recommended to the
government to “adopt a strict framework concerning the
communication of [genetic test] results to third parties”,28
specifying that “the sensitivity of genetic data justifies prohibiting insurers from requesting that insurance candidates
undergo genetic tests before the conclusion of a contract”.29
The conclusion of the debate was foreseeable: With the Loi
no 2002-303 du 4 mars 2002 relative aux droits des malades
et á la qualité du systéme de santé, the French government
formally prohibited the use of genetic information by insurers. Pursuant to this law, “[n]o one can be made the object of
discrimination because of his or her genetic characteristics”.30 Moreover, insurers can no longer take into account
the results of an insurance applicant’s genetic exams, even if
the applicant submits them voluntarily. Finally, insurers
cannot ask any questions regarding genetic tests and their
results, nor can they request that an individual undergo
genetic testing before an insurance contract is concluded or
during the full course of the contract.31
The French legislature’s decision appears premature for various reasons. First, this legislative policy does not take into
account the impact that such a broad prohibition on the use
of genetic test results and other information on the genetic
“characteristics” of insurance applicants will have on the
French insurance industry. To date, no large-scale empirical
study has been carried out regarding the negative consequences (e.g. adverse-selection) that could accompany this
type of prohibition. The conclusions of empirical studies
and actuarial models developed in relation to this topic have
a limited applicability.32 Second, the prohibition against discrimination based on “genetic characteristics”, as we demonstrated earlier, could have significant impact given the
blurred definitions of the terms “discrimination”, “genetic”,
and even “characteristics”. Since a large proportion of all
modern pathologies have genetic components,33 a broad
interpretation of this law could prevent insurers from using
most medical information for the evaluation of risk in insurance contracts. Finally, by treating genetic information differently from other types of medical information, doesn’t
the French legislature risk reinforcing genetic exceptionalism and effectively increasing the social stigmatization of at-risk individuals? It is worth noting that this group
will become more and more numerous with the progress of
genetics.34
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cal history, verified by a representative of the insurer.42
Human rights legislation and Charter provisions prohibiting
discriminatory practices could theoretically offer some
degree of protection to insurance applicants.43 However,
considering the absence of any specific prohibition against
genetic discrimination and the absence of clear legal precedents, the actual impact of the Charter on the problem of
genetics and life insurance remains to be determined.44

The debate over insurance and genetics in Canada took
place in a significantly different context than in France. First
of all, Canada has a federal system in which the Constitution
grants exclusive legislative authority to the federal and provincial governments over their respective areas of responsibility. As life insurance falls under provincial jurisdiction,
the federal government cannot directly legislate on this
Yet, the Canadian debate on life insurance and genetics
topic. Second, Canadian discusbegan relatively early. In 1991,
sions about insurance and
in a study paper on human diggenetics have been influenced,
nity and genetics commissioned
and even obscured, by the preby the Canadian Law Reform
vailing situation in the United
Privacy protection and human
Commission, legal scholar
States,35 despite differences in
Bartha Knoppers suggested that
the issues at stake.36 These two
rights legislation as applied in
“the very nature of private
factors, as well as the limited
insurance legitimates discrimiCanada does not effectively
interest in the debate shown by
nation”45 and that while waiting
the general population and
37
counterbalance the lack of
for genetic education to be
Canadian lobby groups, have
ensured at all levels of society,
resulted in the near immobilizaconsumer protection in
“we may need a specific legal
tion of both levels of governprohibition on genetic discrimiment on this issue.
Canadian insurance laws.
nation.”46 In 1995, the Privacy
Commissioner of Canada sugProvincial insurance laws do
gested in a report on genetic
not specifically protect the pertesting and privacy, that if the
sonal genetic information of
insurers’ decision to use bioCanadian consumers. Accordtechnology to their advantage seems logical at the individual
ing to the Uniform Insurance Act and the Quebec Civil
level, it does not at the societal level, nor is it necessarily
Code, insurance applicants must declare all known facts that
humane.47 Finally, during the last ten years, reports from difcould materially influence an insurer’s risk assessment.
ferent Canadian advisory bodies have recommended that
Failing to do so could lead to the nullification of their insurinsurers adopt a moratorium or that governments legislate
38
ance contract. This sanction is applicable even if there is
with regard to the use of genetic tests for life insurance
no link between the insured individual’s false declarations
underwriting purposes.48 For example, Ontario’s Provincial
39
and his or her cause of death. Moreover, contractual freeAdvisory Committee on New Predictive Genetic Technoldom could be invoked by insurance companies to require
ogies recommended that:
genetic testing as a precondition to the conclusion of an
insurance contract. However, the Canadian Life and Health
The government should consider implementing
Insurance Association Inc. has advised its members against
a moratorium that would prevent insurance
40
adopting this kind of practice. Privacy protection and
companies…from using genetic information to
human rights legislation as applied in Canada does not
determine eligibility for insurance…A moratoeffectively counterbalance the lack of consumer protection
rium would provide time for the government to
in Canadian insurance laws. Federal and provincial privacy
consult and work with interested stakeholders to
laws generally allow third-party access to personal informadevelop policies and practices for…the insurtion, with the consent of the individual who is the subject of
ance industry using genetic information. The
41
the information. It has therefore become common practice
moratorium should remain in effect until proper
for insurers to request that applicants consent, on the insurpolicies and processes for the use of genetic
ance application form, to having any representation they
information in these contexts are implemade concerning their health status, along with their medimented.49
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These warnings unfortunately did not influence the practice
of Canadian insurers. In 2000, the Canadian Life and Health
Insurance Association Inc., which represents the major part
of the industry, adopted a reference text for its members,
stating that, in the event that a genetic test had already been
performed and the insurance applicant or his/her doctor had
had access to the results, it was natural that the insurer seek
to obtain the information just as he would other elements of
the applicant’s health history.50 The Canadian Institute of
Actuaries and the Canadian Life Insurance Medical Officers
Association adopted similar policies in 200051 and in
2002.52
During 2003, aware of the deadlock over the question of
access to genetic information by insurers, representatives
from patient groups, researchers (in ethics, law, and medicine), physicians, and insurers met in order to create a working group on genetics and life insurance in order to move the
debate forward.53 After two meetings, the working group
produced a reflection paper which recognized the “need to
discuss” two potential solutions to the debate. The solutions
identified were the following: 1) the adoption of a moratorium on the use of genetic tests by insurers, and 2) the evaluation of the validity of genetic tests and the management of
customer complaints by an independent consulting committee.54 Unfortunately, the absence of a strong joint position
and the lack of governmental interest in this endeavor limited the success of this initiative and bodes ill for the Canadian debate. Canadian researchers and clinicians now worry
that the Canadian population will have to face the negative
effects of insurers’ intransigence and the government’s
indifference.55

have each arrived at a deadlock. France, by prematurely legislating and by neglecting the arguments of one of the parties
to the debate (the insurers), has encouraged genetic
exceptionalism and therefore, ironically, heightened the
need to distinguish genetic information from other types of
medical information (which constitutes a form of discrimination in itself). Canada, because of the inaction of the principal stakeholders (namely, government and insurers) is
now one of the only developed countries that does not offer
its citizens any specific protection against the risks of
genetic discrimination. In these two countries, a profound
questioning as well as a frank and open dialogue between all
involved parties have become necessary.
In countries with a universal healthcare system, life insurance remains a private contract. Insurance companies have
an understandable desire to remain profitable and competitive by offering the lowest possible rates to their customers.
For insurers, it seems entirely natural to use the best possible
tools in their evaluation of applicants’ risk levels. It seems
difficult and somewhat illogical to defend a policy prohibiting insurers from using genetic information while permitting them to use other types of medical information, such as
family history (which, incidentally, contains much genetic
information). In fact, it seems unwarranted to impose on
insurers and ultimately, on society, the financial cost of a
growing number of diseases with genetic components. The
governments of the states concerned must also involve
themselves financially in this debate and share with the population some of the economic burden of what has become
perceived as a social necessity (e.g. by offering a publicly
funded minimum life insurance protection to its citizens or
by subsidizing the life insurance industry for ignoring relevant actuarial information).

Conclusion
On multiple occasions, UNESCO has reiterated the importance of the protection from discrimination based on genetic
data56 or genetic characteristics.57 Governments and insurers from over 40 countries in three different continents
(North America, Europe, and Asia) have now decided to
adopt either moratoria (as in the United Kingdom, Germany,
Ireland, etc.) or laws (as in France, Belgium, Israel, South
Korea, etc.) to restrict the use of genetic information and
tests by insurers.58 The magnitude of the controversy does
not, however, seem to have diminished as a result of these
measures.59
Despite their completely different reactions and approaches
to insurers’ use of genetic information, France and Canada
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Isn’t the omnipresence of genetic exceptionalism in many
developed countries really a manifestation of a more profound discomfort about access to healthcare and about the
protection and management of sick or at-risk individuals? A
constructive debate about genetics and insurance, rather
than being undertaken from a “genocentric” perspective,
should take place within a wide-ranging social debate about
the place of the welfare state in the 21st century. While waiting for the beginning of such a broad debate, given the limited number of genetic tests that are considered scientifically
valid, reliable and relevant for insurers, the adoption of moratoria on the use of predictive genetic tests in life insurance
seems to be a prudent solution that would be relatively
un-constraining for insurers.
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